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traditions in storytelling

WEST AFRICA (griot)

INDIA (bharatanatyam)

ALASKA (storyknifing)

HAWAII (hula)

JAPAN (rakugo)

TRINIDAD (calypso)
the PROBLEM with academia

\[ \Delta T \ (2x \ CO2) = 3^\circ C \pm 1.5^\circ C \]
our brains are WIRED for stories

source: Cardiff University
from scientist to STORYTELLER
rise in technology access

growth in internet use

% world population online

source: internetworldstats.com
the danger of a single story

“...if all I knew about Africa were from popular images, I too would think that Africa was a place... waiting to be saved by a kind, white foreigner.”

-Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
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